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Abstract

The integer linear programming (ILP) problem is a fundamental research topic in operations research, and the local search method is an important class of algorithms for quickly solving many combinatorial optimization problems. With rapidly increasing computing power, parallelism turns out to be a promising approach to enhancing the efficiency of problem-solving. However, rare studies investigate parallel local search algorithms for solving the general ILP problem. We propose the first parallel local search framework (ParaILP) for solving the general ILP problem, based on two novel ideas: a new initialization method named polarity initialization to construct different initial solutions for local search threads and a cooperative evolution mechanism for managing and generating high-quality solutions using information shared by different threads. Extensive experiments demonstrate that ParaILP is significantly better than the state-of-the-art academic parallel solvers FiberSCIP and HiGHS, and is competitive with the state-of-the-art commercial parallel solver Gurobi. Experiments are also conducted to analyze the parallelization scalability and the effectiveness of our techniques.

1 Introduction

The integer linear programming (ILP) describes the optimization problem of a linear objective function over variables that are restricted to being integers and constrained by linear constraints. The ILP problem is known to be NP-hard [Kannan and Monma, 1978], and due to its strong expressive ability, many NP-hard problems, such as FJSP [Rosshanaei et al., 2013] and TSP [Dantzig et al., 1954], can be formalized in the form of ILP and solved efficiently by ILP solvers. In addition, ILPs are widely used in real industry and have close ties to operation research applications [Wolsey, 2020].

Previous studies have explored both complete and heuristic algorithms for ILP. As for complete solving, the branch-and-bound framework [Land and Doig, 2010; Lawler and Wood, 1966] is commonly admitted and is the primary framework used in modern commercial complete solvers. However, the worst-case exponential running time of complete solving algorithms makes complete solving suffer from long running time as the problem size increases, limiting the use of complete algorithms for large-scale instances [Genova and Guliashki, 2011].

Local search is a typical heuristic algorithm for many combinatorial optimization problems and is suitable for scenarios requiring obtaining a good solution for large-scale instances quickly [Jacobs and Brusco, 1995; Vaessens et al., 1996; Merz and Freisleben, 1997; Dorne and Hao, 1998; Stützle, 2006]. However, there are few local search works for general ILP problem-solving. To the best of our knowledge, there are only [Verachi and Prestwich, 2008] and [Lin et al., 2023] that studied local search for general ILP.

Meanwhile, with the increasing computing power of multi-core computer structures, algorithm design adapted to parallel environments brings excellent benefits to problem-solving in modern computing architectures. For parallel ILP solving, the most common approach is divide-and-conquer, where the original problem is decomposed into sub-problems, and each solver solves some sub-problems [Bixby et al., 1995]. The node-level and sub-tree parallelizations of the branch-and-bound framework belong to this type and were adopted by most commercial solvers, such as Gurobi and CPLEX. Due to the large size of the search tree, these complete parallel algorithms are still incompetent to solve large instances within short time limits [Xu et al., 2009]. However, to the best of our knowledge, local search algorithms, which are known to solve many hard problems efficiently, have not been investigated for solving general ILP in parallel.

In this work, we propose the first parallel local search framework for ILP, dubbed ParaILP. It is based on a novel initialization method named polarity initialization, and a cooperative evolution mechanism that manages and generates high-quality solutions throughout the search process. ParaILP uses the state-of-the-art sequential local search algorithm LocalILP [Lin et al., 2023] as a subroutine, but any other sequential local search algorithm could be plugged in as well.

Experiments conducted on the MIPLIB dataset show the effectiveness of ParaILP in finding a high-quality feasible solution quickly for large-scale hard ILP problems. We compare ParaILP with the state-of-the-art parallel ILP solvers, including academic and commercial solvers. The experimen-
tual results demonstrate the excellent performance of ParaILP, which significantly outperforms academic solvers and is competitive with commercial solvers. We also compare ParaILP with the state-of-the-art local search algorithm Local-ILP, indicating a significant improvement. Experiments are also conducted to analyze the effectiveness of each component in ParaILP and the scalability of parallel solvers when adopting different numbers of threads.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. We propose the first parallel local search framework and develop an efficient parallel solver for solving general ILP (ParaILP). Our framework could be easily extended by plugging other sequential local search algorithms as a subroutine to create new solvers.
2. We propose a new initialization method, named polarity initialization, that makes use of the influence of variables on the objective function and constraints, to decide whether to assign larger or smaller values to variables.
3. We propose a cooperative evolution mechanism based on population maintenance policy and solution evolution process to manage and generate high-quality solutions.
4. Experiments show that ParaILP significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art academic parallel solvers FiberSCIP and HiGHS, and is competitive with the state-of-the-art commercial parallel solver Gurobi.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Integer Linear Programming

Let \( m, n \in \mathbb{N}^+ \), \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \), \( b \in \mathbb{R}^m \), \( c \in \mathbb{R}^n \), and \( l, u \in \mathbb{R}^n \). The optimization problem described by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad c^\top x \\
\text{subject to:} & \quad Ax \leq b \\
& \quad l \leq x \leq u \\
& \quad x \in \mathbb{Z}^n
\end{align*}
\]

is an instance of general integer linear programming (ILP).

We call \( c^\top x \) the objective function. \( l \) and \( u \) are called the lower and upper bounds of the variables \( x \). We call \( l_j \leq x_j \leq u_j \) the global bounds, \( Ax \leq b \) the linear constraints, and \( x \in \mathbb{Z}^n \) the integrality constraints of the ILP. A row \( A_i \) of the matrix \( A \) is identified with the linear constraint \( A_i x \leq b_i \). The coefficient of \( x_j \) in \( A_i x \leq b_i \) is \( A_{ij} \), and \( A_i x \leq b_i \) contains \( x_j \) if \( A_{ij} \neq 0 \). Integer linear programming aims to minimize the objective function while satisfying all constraints. A maximization problem can easily be transformed into this minimization formulation. A complete solution (solution for short) \( s \) of an ILP instance is a vector of values assigned for each variable, and \( s_j \) denotes the value of \( x_j \). \( s \) satisfies \( A_i x \leq b_i \) if \( A_i s \leq b_i \). \( s \) is a feasible solution if and only if it satisfies all constraints.

2.2 Local Search and Evolutionary Algorithm

The local search algorithm and the evolutionary algorithm both play vital roles in solving combinatorial optimization problems. Local search starts with a given solution; and then, iteratively implements local modifications to explore the neighborhood of the current solution and move towards a better one, to find a high-quality feasible solution.

In contrast to the local search focusing on the current solution, the evolutionary algorithm maintains a set of solutions called a population, and generates offspring through operators that resemble natural evolution, such as mutation and crossover actions. A fitness function is designed to evaluate the quality of solutions and decide whether they could stay in the population.

These two methods are integrated into our framework: we utilize local search to find new solutions, and use evolution mechanism to manage and generate high-quality solutions.

3 Parallel Framework for Solving ILP

As shown in Figure 1, we propose an efficient parallel framework for solving integer linear programming problems, which takes an ILP instance as an input and outputs the highest-quality feasible solution found through the search process. The framework includes a master thread, \( NT \) worker threads, and a collaboration thread. Each type of thread has its own functionalities, which are explained in the following.

**Master thread.** The master thread reads the problem instance and constructs shared data structures, including basic information about variables and constraints. The master thread also assigns parameters and initial solutions for each local search worker thread. Here, diversity strategies are adopted to initialize workers with different settings to explore a broader search space and strengthen the framework’s robustness. We proposed a new method to generate initial solutions named polarity initialization to construct \( NT \) different initial solutions, which are distributed to each worker thread.

When the solving time limit is reached, the master thread collects the best feasible solutions found by each thread and outputs the feasible solution with the highest-quality objective function value.

**Worker threads.** Each worker thread performs a local search algorithm to explore the search space. It starts with the initial solution received from the master thread and iteratively modifies the current solution to find high-quality solutions. Whenever a worker finds a new feasible solution, it passes the solution to the collaboration thread, trying to put it
into the population. Whenever a worker thread is trapped in a local optimum and cannot find a better solution for enough steps, the worker will get a solution shared from the colaboration thread as a starting point and restart the local search process. At the end of the time limit, each worker thread synchronizes its history-best feasible solution with the master.

Collaboration thread. The collaboration thread is responsible for performing the cooperative evolution mechanism. It collects feasible solutions from worker threads, and manages a population balancing quality and diversity. In addition, it attempts to produce new promising solutions through the solution evolution process by exploiting information from high-quality solutions in the population. When a worker struggles to make progress, it also shares a high-quality solution to help the worker escape from the local optimum.

In the following two sections, we present the details of polarity initialization and cooperative evolution mechanism.

4 New Initialization Method
As for solving ILP in parallel, we propose a novel approach called polarity initialization, to construct different initial solutions for each local search worker thread. We try to generate high-quality solutions by considering the polarity of variables, which refers to their negative or positive influence to the objective function and constraints. The provided information is utilized to compute the initial values of the variables.

4.1 Influence Factors and Polarity
We try to capture the influence of every variable to the objective function and constraints. For the objective function $c^T x$ or a constraint $A_i x \leq b_i$, we regard the influence of a variable $x_j$ as the product of the difference between its upper and lower global bounds (i.e., $u_j - l_j$), multiplied by its coefficient (i.e., $c_j$ or $A_{ij}$). This quantity reflects the range of difference that the change of this variable may bring to $c^T x$ or $A_i x$. To evaluate the relative importance of a variable among all variables, we take the ratio of a variable’s influence over all variables in the objective function or a constraint, deriving the concept of the influence factor:

**Definition 1.** The influence factor of variable $x_j$ in the objective function $c^T x$, denoted as $IO_j$, is defined as

$$IO_j = \frac{(u_j - l_j) \cdot c_j}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (u_k - l_k) \cdot |c_k|} \tag{2}$$

Similarly, the influence factor of variable $x_j$ in constraint $A_i x \leq b_i$, denoted as $IC_{ij}$, is defined as

$$IC_{ij} = \frac{(u_j - l_j) \cdot A_{ij}}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (u_k - l_k) \cdot |A_{ik}|} \tag{3}$$

For the objective function $c^T x$ or a constraint $A_i x \leq b_i$, the influence factor of the variables possesses the following properties: (1) If the sign of the influence factor of $x_j$ is positive (i.e., $IO_j > 0$ or $IC_{ij} > 0$), a smaller value of $x_j$ is more favorable for improving the quality of the objective function or satisfying the constraint, and vice versa. (2) $x_j$ with a larger absolute value of the influence factor causes a larger change in $c^T x$ or $A_i x$, indicating a more significant impact of $x_j$ on the objective function or the constraint, and vice versa.

When constructing initial solutions, to decide whether to assign a larger or smaller value to a variable, we consider both its influence to the objective function and also the constraints; thus, we propose the idea of the polarity of variables to summarize the influences:

**Definition 2.** Let $m_j$ denote the number of constraints containing $x_j$, the polarity of variable $x_j$, denoted as $P_j$, is defined as

$$P_j = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{m} IC_{ij}}{m_j} + IO_j \tag{4}$$

The polarity $P_j$ synthesizes the influences of $x_j$ on relevant constraints and the objective function. If the polarity of $x_j$ is negative, taking the maximization of $x_j$ brings overall advantageous influences to relevant constraints and the objective function, and vice versa.

4.2 Polarity Initialization
Based on the influence factors and polarity, the master performs the polarity initialization to construct $NT$ different initial solutions and distributes them to each local search worker thread.

**Algorithm 1: Polarity Initialization**

**Input:** Integer linear programming instance $Q$

**Output:** the set of $NT$ initial solutions $S$ for $Q$

1. $j \leftarrow 1$ to $n$
2. Calculate the polarity $P_j$ according to Eq. 4
3. $k \leftarrow 1$ to $NT$
4. $s_j \leftarrow u_j$
5. if $P_j < 0$ and $u_j \neq +\infty$ then
6. $s_j \leftarrow u_j$
7. else if $P_j > 0$ and $l_j \neq -\infty$ then
8. $s_j \leftarrow l_j$
9. else
10. $s_j \leftarrow$ the integer closest to 0 within $[l_j, u_j]$
11. if $0 \notin [l_j, u_j]$ and random$(0, 1) < dp$ then
12. $s_j \leftarrow 0$
13. return the resulting set of $NT$ initial solutions $S$

5 Cooperative Evolution Mechanism
We now present our cooperative evolution mechanism based on population maintenance and solution evolution. It uses a
population to store the feasible high-quality solutions found by each worker, and tries to produce better solutions by evolutionary operations on solutions in the population. The cooperative evolution mechanism comprises the information exchanging scheme, the solution evolution process, and the population maintenance policy. We then present each component.

5.1 Information Exchanging Scheme

The collaboration thread is responsible for performing the cooperative evolution mechanism. Here we introduce the information exchanging scheme between the collaboration thread and the local search worker threads, including the receiving and sharing process.

For receiving, whenever a local search worker finds a new feasible solution, it transfers the solution to the collaboration thread. Based on the population maintenance policy, the cooperative evolution mechanism determines whether to accept it as a new individual into the population (see Section 5.3).

For sharing, whenever a worker thread fails to improve its solution for $L$ iterations, the collaboration thread shares a solution with that worker thread as the restarting point for its local search, where $L$ is a parameter. To balance feasibility and diversity, we design two sharing schemes:

- **Elite sharing**: The collaboration thread shares a randomly selected solution from the population with the worker. Given that the population maintenance policy ensures that all solutions in the population are of high quality and feasible, the worker can explore new solutions based on feasibility.

- **Offspring sharing**: The collaboration thread performs the evolution operations (see Section 5.2) to produce an offspring solution and shares it with the worker. The offspring may not be a feasible solution, but it is derived from crossover and mutation, thus reflecting the exploitation of high-quality information and the exploration of new search areas.

The collaboration thread selects one of the sharing schemes with equal probability and shares the solution with the trapped local search worker thread.

5.2 Solution Evolution Process

Now, we present the solution evolution process of the cooperative evolution mechanism that generates new solutions from high-quality solutions in the population. Our strategy consists of three steps: random parent selection, uniform crossover, and bound-aware mutation.

- **Random parent selection**: Since all solutions in the population are highly competitive, to enhance the diversity of the system, we randomly select two solutions $s^1$ and $s^2$ as parents instead of favoring those with higher quality.

- **Uniform crossover**: To leverage the information from two selected parents, we employ uniform crossover to produce an offspring $s^0$. Specifically, for variable $x_j$, if $s^1_j = s^2_j$, the assignment from the parents is retained, i.e., $s^0_j = s^1_j = s^2_j$; otherwise, $s^0_j$ is randomly assigned as either $s^1_j$ or $s^2_j$. Through crossover, $s^0$ carries information from the parents.

- **Bound-aware mutation**: The mutation is applied to $s^0$ to explore new promising search space. To prevent excessive mutation that deviates too far from the feasible regions, we require that the mutation satisfy the basic global bounds of variables, i.e., $l \leq x \leq u$. For variable $x_j$, with probability $mp$, $s^0$ is randomly assigned an integer value within $[l_j, u_j]$, where $mp$ is a parameter that controls the degree of mutation. The detailed pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 2.

5.3 Population Maintenance Policy

The population maintenance policy controls the admission of a solution into the population. It is activated in two situations: when a solution is received from a local search worker thread and when an offspring solution is produced by evolution process. To determine whether to accept a new individual joining the population, we consider three factors to evaluate a solution: the objective value, the informative degree, and the differences from other solutions.

We use $Q(s)$ to measure a solution’s objective quality and informative degree. To capture the character of the quality of the solution, $Q(s)$ is initially set to $-\text{obj}(s)$. Then we use a penalty mechanism to make $Q(s)$ also consider the informative degree: whenever a solution’s information is utilized (i.e., shared as a feasible solution in elite sharing with worker threads, or selected as a parent in offspring sharing for producing offspring), $Q(s)$ is penalized. Specifically, if $Q(s) > 0$, $Q(s)$ is updated as $Q(s) \times (1 - \beta)$; if $Q(s) < 0$, $Q(s)$ is updated as $Q(s) \times (1 + \beta)$; if $Q(s) = 0$, $Q(s)$ is unchanged, where $\beta$ is a given parameter to adjust the degree of punishment. We see that the more times a solution is used, the more its $Q(s)$ is reduced.

We now analyze the influence and the proposed way to update $Q(s)$: Assuming there are few population updates but many solutions shared with workers, this may result in premature convergence. Our penalty mechanism penalizes solutions participating in elite sharing and offspring sharing, decreasing their $Q(s)$ values. As a result, the threshold for population updating gets lower, thus increasing the frequency of population updating and balancing the exploitation of elite solutions and the exploration of new search areas.

We use $D(s)$ to measure the difference between a solution $s$ and other solutions in the population:

$$D(s) = \sum_{s' \in \text{Population}, s' \neq s} \sum_{j=1}^{n} |s_j - s'_j|$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Let $R_Q(s)$ be the rank of $Q(s)$ value when comparing $s$ with all solutions in the population, and $R_D(s)$ the rank of $D(s)$, respectively. We define the fitness function to evaluate the overall quality of a solution as follows:

$$R(s) = R_Q(s) \cdot p + R_D(s) \cdot (1 - p)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $p$ is a parameter to adjust the weight of two factors.

We now introduce the population maintenance policy based on the fitness function $R(s)$. As shown in Algorithm 3, initially, the population is empty. When a new feasible solution is received from a local search worker or is produced during the solution evolution, it can be added to the population until the population size reaches $ps$, where $ps$ is a parameter to control population size. Afterward, the population is kept at the size of $ps$. Specifically, when a new solution attempts to join the population, it is evaluated by the fitness function $R(s)$ to decide whether to accept it as a new member of the population or not. If its fitness is better than the worst solution in the current population, it will replace that solution.

**Algorithm 3: Population Maintenance Policy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: Population $P$ and a new feasible Solution $s^0$</th>
<th>Output: Updated population $P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Tentatively add $s^0$ to population $P$: $P \leftarrow P \cup s^0$;</td>
<td>2 if $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 for each solution $s^i$ in population $P$ do</td>
<td>4 Calculate the fitness value $R(s^i)$ according to Eq. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Identify the worst $s^w$ with the least fitness value: $s^w = \arg\min{R(s)</td>
<td>s \in P}$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 else</td>
<td>8 Expel $s^0$ which failed to update $P$: $P \leftarrow P \setminus s^0$;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework ParaILP, we compare ParaILP with the state-of-the-art parallel ILP solvers, including academic and commercial solvers. The experimental results demonstrate the excellent performance of our proposed algorithm for the ability to find a high-quality feasible solution quickly, which significantly outperforms academic solvers and is competitive with commercial solvers. We also compare ParaILP with the state-of-the-art sequential local search algorithm Local-ILP by adopting the same number of threads, indicating a significant improvement. The results also show the effectiveness of each component in ParaILP, including the parallel initialization, and the cooperative evolution mechanism. Additionally, experiments are conducted to analyze the scalability of parallel solvers when adopting different threads.

#### 6.1 Experimental Setup

ParaILP is implemented in C++ and compiled in g++. We use the sequential local search algorithm Local-ILP [Lin et al., 2017] as a subroutine to implement the worker threads. There are six parameters in ParaILP: $mp$ for evolution mutation, $L$ for worker thread restart, $\beta$ for fitness punishment, $p$ for fitness weight, $dp$ for perturbation degree, and $ps$ for population size. We tuned parameters with the automatic configuration tool irace [López-Ibáñez et al., 2016] on 20% randomly sampled instances, with parameter domains as follows: $[0.1,1]$ for $p$, $[1000, 10000]$ for $L$, $[1e-6,1]$ for $\beta$, $[0.1,1]$ for $p$, $[0.1,1]$ for $dp$, and $[5,20]$ for $ps$. Finally, the default settings of these parameters are as follows: $mp = 0.25$, $L = 2000$, $\beta = 1e-4$, $p = 0.2$, $dp = 0.5$, and $ps = 7$ for all benchmarks. Detailed results and the sourced code are reported in github².

We tested the algorithms on MIPLIB, the standard benchmark for ILP, selecting the ILP instances marked hard and open on a union dataset of MIPLIB 2003³, MIPLIB 2010⁴, and MIPLIB 2017⁵. As ParaILP is not a complete solver, we excluded the infeasible instances, resulting in a benchmark of 121 instances. Each instance is calculated by each algorithm with time limits of 10, 60, and 300 seconds, which is consistent with the settings in [Lin et al., 2023]. By default, the number of physical threads is set to 32, the same as the setting of the latest parallel track of SAT competition⁶.

We use 3 widely used metrics in comparison to evaluate the ability to find a high-quality feasible solution quickly:

- **#Feas**: the number of instances where a solver can find a feasible solution within the given time limit.
- **#Win**: the number of instances in which the solver yields the best solution among all the solvers.
- **PT(L)**: the primal integral $P(T)$ [Berthold, 2013] is a well-established metric to measure the performance of ILP solvers, which depends on the quality of solutions found during the solving process as well as on the time points when they are found. It can be interpreted as the average solution quality during a time limit. Smaller values indicate that high-quality solutions were found earlier.

All experiments are carried out on a server using two AMD EPYC 7763 CPUs @ 2.45GHz with 128 physical cores and 1TB RAM, running the Ubuntu 20.04 Linux operation system. The best results in the tables appear in **bold**.

#### 6.2 Comparisons with Parallel ILP Solvers

We compare ParaILP with three state-of-the-art parallel ILP solvers according to the latest result of Hans Mittelmann’s Benchmark⁷, which is a famous professional solver rating website. There are 2 academic solvers (i.e., HiGHS⁸ and FiberSCIP⁹) and a commercial solver (i.e., Gurobi¹⁰):

- **HiGHS** [Huangfu and Hall, 2018]: a high-performance parallel solver for large-scale sparse ILP (version 1.5.3).
Comparisons with Academic Solvers. We first compare ParaILP with the state-of-the-art academic solvers, i.e., HiGHS and FiberSCIP, and the results are shown in Table 1. For all time limits, ParaILP performs best for 14 domains for #Fees, 11 domains for #Win and P(T). For the total instances, ParaILP performs best in all 3 metrics for each time limit. The results indicate that the solving power of ParaILP is significantly better than that of HiGHS and FiberSCIP, at finding a high-quality feasible solution quickly.

Comparison with Commercial Solver. Further, we compare ParaILP with Gurobi, the state-of-the-art commercial ILP solver, and the result is shown in Table 2. In terms of #Fees, ParaILP performs best with 12 domains for the 10s time limit, 11 domains for 60s, and 13 domains for 300s. In terms of #Win, ParaILP performs best with 8 domains for 10s, 7 domains for 60s, and 6 domains for 300s. In terms of P(T), ParaILP performs best with 10 domains for 10s, 8 domains for 60s, and 6 domains for 300s. For the total instances, ParaILP performs best in #Fees for all time limits, and in #Win and P(T) for both 10s and 60s time limits. In general, ParaILP outperforms Gurobi in some settings for 3 metrics, indicating that ParaILP is competitive with the state-of-the-art commercial solver.

6.3 Comparisons with the Basic Parallelization of Local-ILP

We compare ParaILP with the state-of-the-art sequential local search solver Local-ILP, which is also a subroutine in our
framework. Since it is a sequential algorithm, we construct a basic parallel version of Local-ILP by adopting the diversity strategy on random seeds, executing it in 32 threads using 32 different random seeds, and selecting the best solution as the final output, which is denoted as Local-ILP_{32seeds}.

The comparative results are depicted in Table 3, which substantiates that ParaILP outperforms Local-ILP when employing the same number of threads. Particularly, the #Win instances of Local-ILP are 3.1-4.5 times greater than those of Local-ILP, indicating a significant improvement and confirming the effectiveness of our entire parallel framework.

### 6.4 Ablation Study

We perform ablation studies to validate the efficacy of our ideas. We first compare ParaILP with two variants to evaluate the proposed polarity initialization. The first one is ParaILP_{init,1}, a variant of ParaILP using random initialization, which randomly assigns each variable an integer within its global bound. The second one is ParaILP_{init,2}, a variant of ParaILP that replaces the polarity initialization with the initialization method used in Local-ILP, in which variables are assigned to their bounds or 0 according to the signs of their bounds. As shown in Table 4, our proposed method significantly outperforms the other two initialization methods, confirming the effectiveness of polarity initialization.

We further compare ParaILP with two other variants to evaluate the cooperative evolution mechanism. The first one is ParaILP_{pop}, a variant of ParaILP that sets the population size ps to 0, which actually removes the cooperative evolution mechanism from the framework and makes each local search worker thread solve separately. The second one is ParaILP_{evo}, a variant of ParaILP that removes the solution evolution process from the cooperative evolution mechanism and makes the population only collect the solutions from local search worker threads. As shown in Table 5, ParaILP outperforms other variations, indicating that the cooperative evolution mechanism is effective and necessary.

### 6.5 Scalability of ParaILP

Robust scalability is the ability to increase the algorithm's performance proportionally when parallel resources are incremented while the problem size remains fixed. As the primal integral \( P(T) \) is a well-established and independent measure to evaluate the performance of ILP, we apply the ratio of \( P(T) \) between different processor configurations and 1 processor configuration to evaluate the scalability of the parallel solver. Let \( P(T)_N \) denote the primal integral \( P(T) \) obtained by using \( N \) processors, and \( P(T)_{base} \) denote the baseline configuration by using 1 processor. We test each solver with the number processors in \{2, 4, 8, 16, 32\}, and use the ratio \( \frac{P(T)_N}{P(T)_{base}} \) to observe the improvement between different processors and 1 processor. We compare the ratio \( \frac{P(T)_N}{P(T)_{base}} \) obtained by each parallel solver on the benchmark for the time limit of 300s. The results are shown in Figure 2, indicating that the scalability of ParaILP is better than the academic solvers HiGHS and FiberSCIP, but not as good as the commercial solver Gurobi.

### 7 Conclusions

This paper proposed a parallel local search framework called ParaILP for solving general integer linear programming (ILP) problems. We proposed the polarity initialization to construct different initial solutions for local search threads. Moreover, we proposed a cooperative evolution mechanism that manages and generates high-quality solutions throughout the search process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first parallel local search framework for the general ILP problem. We performed extensive experiments to measure the ability to find a high-quality feasible solution quickly. Experiments show that ParaILP is significantly better than the state-of-the-art academic solvers FiberSCIP and HiGHS, and is competitive with the state-of-the-art commercial solver Gurobi. Additionally, ParaILP significantly improves the state-of-the-art sequential local search algorithm Local-ILP.
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